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Abstract

This report illustrates a network of procedures which can be used

to solve'problems involving the addition and subtraction of fractions.

This network, which is based on a skills hierarchy, is used to classify

seven levels of student competency. The determination of student

compettney depends upon the careful construction of error-diagnostic

tests. Several examples of student response patterns are used to -

illustrate a procedure to construct a few selected items for Such a test

so that it will have both content and construct validity. Similiar

examples of student mtsconceptions and incomplete knowledge are included

to illustrate the difficulty/futility in using test scores to assess

student performance.

The report includes several lists of ptojected errors which are

either predicted from the,nodes of the procedural network or are based

on classroom observations of junior high school students. These errors

have been classified by the node best representing the misconception or

incomplete information. Complete tests which were used to assess

student knowledge have been included in the report.
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Introduction

The traditional achievement tests, including criterion-referenced

tests are constructed for measuring the outcome of treatments,

instruction, or the students' past experience in learning. Tne items in

these tests are usually carefully examined in terms of content validity.

Tatsuoka S Tatsuoka (1981) demonstrated in their study with signed,

number arithmetic that examining the content validity of test items is

not edough for constructing the items, especially when tests are used in

conjunction with instruction. Erroneous rules resulting from a.variety

of misconceptions and incomplete knowledge produce aberrant response

patterns. As a result, Ite statistics representing the behaviors of

items, test scores cannot be reliable and valid either for assessing the

students' performances on the tests or for evaluating the efficiency and

quality of the treatments. Even if all items are irefully chosen from

a single content domain, the test still requires a thorough examination

on construct validity. In other words, the underlying cognitive process

used.by most students must be carefully studied in order to measure the

informtion originally intended.

The error-diagnostic tests for whole-number subtraction problems

(Brown & Burton, 1978) and signed-number arithmetic (Tatsuoka, 11 al.,

_ 1980) have successfully diagnosed hundreds of bugs which should be use-

ful in the improvement of teaching and the design f new instructional

materials. However, itbm construction of an erro diagnosing test is

quite different from that of other tests. It requires a careful

selection of items so that each item plays an important role of uniquely

determining the erroneous rules committed by the student (if there are

any).

This report includes several examples which illustrate a procedure

of such an item construction for addition and subtraction problems in

fractions. The methods described in the report are based on the

approach adopted by Jan Fair of Creative Publications (1r77) and AiSO

by one of the authors, Mary F. Klein, who has had 15 years teaching

experience at a local junior high school. Thus, procedural networks
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mentioned in the text reflect only the number theoretic approach.

Therefore, it might be safe to say that our errordiagnostic tests will

be used when the students' prior knowledge results from instruction

using the same or similar meth's:Kis.

The list of projected errors given in the report are either deduced

from each node of the procedural network by assuming various

misconceptions ana incomplete knowledge on the students' part or are

based on Klein's observations. -Although the description of item

constritction-procedure is given only for a few examples, a 48item

addition and 42item subtraction test (Appendix II) was carefully

constructed by gllowing the procedures given in the examples. The

answers to these problems are expected to provide sufficient information

to facilitate diagnosis of all the errors presented in the list.

A systematic and general approach to achieve the goal -- item

construction of errordiagnosing tests should b= explored and

investigated as a research topic in the future.

Reliability of "Right" or "Wrong" Scoring

In order to eiagnose'student errors and to assess student

achievement, teachers need more than a single raw score, such as the

number of items correct on a test. By Themselves, such numbers can be

misleading. For example, Birenbaum and Tatsuoka (1980) identified

several students who had errors of varying degrees of seriousness even

though they had identical scores on quizzes on addition and subtraction

of signed numbers. Thus, the single raw test score cannot be uses to

diagnose either the nature of the errors or the degree of seriousness of

the errors.

It is likely that the use of a single raw score from a test

covering addition and subtraction of fractions would be just as

misleading, if not more so. To illustrate, consider POMIC sample

addition problems (Table 1) and subtraction problems (Table 2). Usin

"bugs" which were consistly applied by junior high school students,

responses for three hypothetical students were generated. The "bugs"

were chosen to illustrate the futility of using a single raw score to

diagnose student errors.

4
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Insert Table 1

On the addition "test," students 1, 2 and 3 would have had the same

raw score (total correct). All tnree understand that a common

denominator is needed to add fractions. However, each consistently

fails to follow some procedure in the addition process. In each case,

the "bug" results in some correctly answered items as wili as the

incorrectly answered ones showing further the difficulties in using one

score is assessing ,student achievement.

Student 1 uses Method B in which the student combines whole-number

parts and the fraction parts separately. (A complete description is

given in a following section.) When finding the equivalent fractions he

uses the bug a/b+c/d -> d/bd+b/bd in which he fails to multiply the

numerator of the original fraction to determine the numerator of the

equivalent fraction. Rather, he substitutes the denominator of the

other fraction. Student 1s able to answer correctly problems 1 and 5

since equivalent fractions/are not needed. Problems 2 and 4 have

correct answers because the omitted multiplications are simply

multiplications by one and their omission &leo not affect the answers.

Student 2 fails to edd the whole-number parts in problems involving
/'

finding a common denominator. He also use', method B (con sidering whole-
,

number parts and fraction parts separately). He does not recopy the

whole-number parts when he finds the equivalent fractions. As a result,

he fails to add the whole - number parts correctly.

Student 3 uses Method A correctly (does not separate a mixed

fraction into its whole-number portion and its fraction portion). If

the answer is a mixed fraction, howeNsr, he exchanges the whole-number

and the aumerator in the answer. The following illustrates how he would

solve problem 6 (Table 1):

1 7
1-6- 61117 51

6 ....z000.0sP 6

5
2 4

3 6

11

6

5

8



'Table 1

, ADDITION TEST

Item Student Answer

.

2 1 3

3 T ' ,T ' 1

1 1 7

*1 , *2 *3

1

7 "
.

7

1

7

12

1

17 II

6 2
8-15 = 05 K

4
4-
5

56 X

3 4 12

2 5 1

3
+ 24 1

., 6 2

1 1

12 W

.1T 8

6-1-- IJ

4-5

4

1

7 8

12

1 .1.1

2

. 8 u15+ ai = 6 15

?I + 2- = 4;1-

1 2 5

16 + 7 = t -6-

15 n

4

i

6

u
n

Percent Correct 66.66Z 66.662 66.662

incorrect response 9

= correct response generated by 'buggy' method



Problems 3 and 5 are correct because the quotient and the remainder

happen to be the same. The exchange is not noticed.,

Insert Table 2

The subtraction bug'for student 1 involve "borrowing." When the

student "borrows" 1 from the whole-number part, he,converts it to a 10

which he then adds to the numerator. For examAle, problem 1 would be

solved as follows:

2.2

5

- 2-
3

5

9 4

5 15

The student is transferring his rule directly from whole number

subtraction. This procedure is reinforced to problems involving

denominators of ten.

Student 2 incorrectly works problems of the type W - F, W - M1 and

M - W, where V is a whole- number, 'F is a fraction, and M is a mixed

number. (See the next section for d complete description of problem

types.) The student' simply subtracts the whole-number parts and copies

the fraction part to the answer unchanged. His bug does not

differentiate between a problem with a fraction in the minuend and one

with a frPrtion in the subtrahend. The assumption seems to be that.

because this method works in addition, it will work in subtraction.

Student 3 always subtracts the smaller numerator from the largtr

and then writes the difference as the numerator of the answer. This ,bug

was identified in the subtraction of signed numbers (Birenbaum and

Tatsuoka, 1980).

As we can see from these examples, students can apply several

different rules in adding and subtracting fractions and still obtain



V

Table 2
a

SUBTRACTION TEST

Student Answer

1 5
35.+2107 =

3

T

3}- 2,- = ;
81- 6+-=26 = 21

o

65- 3 = 3s

3

*1 *2 - *3 \

II-3

T U
.

9
= 1-5

4
X-5

1

35

3" ii
18 .

1

7

.2

1

,

il-Ir
4

3-

1

23

1

3 il

7

H

Is ..
\
l'i-

1

8

21-3 U33--5
1

7 u
3 - 211 = 10

5 1 1T- 5- F
2 2

23 = 2

lff n
3= 1

6 F

2 U

1-1

1

T

2

Percent Correct 87.504 3?.50 8?..501

incorrect response
correct rrponse generated by 'buggy' method

1

6'

skc
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correct results. A single r.dt; score would not be an accurate measur, of

the student's knowl,edge.

Logical Analysia of Computational Taeka of Fractions

Problem _apes

Problems were classified on the basis of three attributes:

notation, complexity and size. Table 3 discusses the abbreviations vied

t /

711

to explain these attrib

/

tes. ..

Insert Table 3
r

If we consider only fractions (F), whole numberso(W), and mixed

fractions-(M), we can identify eight fraction addition problem types:

F+F, F+W, F+M, M+F, mtp, M+M, W+F, W+M

Since addition is camalUtativef three pairs are identical: F+W and

W+F, 1',4I and M+F,_and M+W and W+M4 Throughout this report. reference to

either one of, such a pair is leant to ionclude its partner. Thus, tnere

are five distinct problem types for fraction addition:

lz+W. F+M M+W7+F M+W,

W+FI M+F' W+m'

ProbTems of all eight types appear on the test. The entire net of eight

-.May he needed to differentihte among, various bugs. In such a cace,'both

problem types in an equivalent pair aid in analyzing the student's

"buggy rute."

...dEight differe'u. t3Apes of subtraction problems were also idemtitied:

F-F, F -M, F -W; W-F, W-M, M-F, M-M, M-W. Since subtraction is not

icommutative, each of the above types is worked differently and,

consequently, must be considered as a different problem type. Care was

taken to avoid items which would have a negative ans wer. Obviously,

item types such as F-M_and 1 -W could not be included for proper 4

fractiolis F.

The Procedural Network

There are several differen't methods for adding and subtracting

fractions. One goal of instruction is to provide the students with

sufficient and necessary information so that they can aelect and apply

4
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Table 3

Attributes of Fraction Problems

Abbreviation Meaning Examples

Whole Number

Fra,.rion

Proper Fraction

IF Improper Fraction

Mixed Number

PM Proper Mixed Number

IM Improper Mixed Number

5, 0, 17

0 i 4 6

2' 3' 4' 3

1

2' 3

4 6

4' 6
I 6

3'2
2' 5,

I

2' 7

3
1-s



an appropriate and efficient algorithm for solving a particular problem.

Thl procedural network is representation of the different algorithms

which can be-used eo-sblve ifferent types of problems. Figures, lA and

18 are the procedural networks for addition and subtraction

respectively.

Insert Figure IA

Insert Figure 1B

4 Pentagon shaped cells indicate that the particular step is a

complicated procedure which la explained in a chart in the appe dix.

The number of the chart is written in the pentagon. In additi

several of the charts in the appendix contain other procedural etworks

outlining alternative methods for performing the same step.

Levels of Competency
-MP

Computation with fractions requires knowle:ige and application of a

sequence of skills. Within the sequence of skills, certain subsequences ,

can be arranged hierarchically. One such skills hierarchy for adding

(subtracting) fractions is shown in Figure 3.

- -----

Insert Figure 3

Using .Igure 0 we have identified seven lever s of competency which arc

neeoed to solve problems involving the addition and subtraction of

paragraphs.

These levels are classified and discussed in the followint,

LevSl I: The student understands how the numerator, denominator

and whole number parts of a fraction are related. The general concept

of fraction is understood.

J.tyel II: The student is able to add (subtract) two fractions

(F+F) with like denominators.

11
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ADDITION OF TM) FRACTIONS: CHART I

RECOGNIZE
PROBLEM

TYPE

CONVERT TO
IMPROPER FRACTIONS

( CHART 3'

i
COPY FRACTION

PART TO
ANSWER

ADD NUMERATORS

KEEP DENOMINATORS

SIMPLIFY
( CHART 7)

ADO WHOLE
NUMBER PARTS

( CHART 6)

( 8)

DONE

W +

( A
METHOD A

(8) METHOD

* SEE FIGURES 3 , 3A .38

Figure IA: A Procedural Network for Adding Two Fraction

12
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W W

SUBTRACTION OF TWO FRACTIONS: CHART 2

RECOGNIZ E
PROBLEM

TYPE'

SIMPLIFY
(CHART 7)

B)

Ai - W W- F OR V/ - PA
.

F- V/ OR F - M I PA -AI OR M - F

j(A) I(A)

I +
CONVERT TO

IMPROPER FRACTIONS
(CHART 3s)

)L.,
BRING DOWN
FRACTION

PART

1M

itSUBTRACT
WHOLE

NUMBERS

REGROUP k (.
( BORROW) -

I

SUBTRACT .
(t) NUMERATORS

KEEP
DENOMINATORS

-----INEDDONE

(8)

'(A) CAN

I1. _I

NO

1(8)

J

FIND CD
(CHART 41

Y
FIND EOURALENT

FRACTIONS
(CHART 5)

(A)

Figure 18: A Procedural Network for Subtracting Two Fractions

13
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PENEL'ACDITION (RJBTRACTION) OF FRACTIONS

FCOITION (SUBTRACTION)
OF LICIKE FRACTIONS

CONVERT IMPROPER
FRACTION TO
MIXED NUMBER

L

[ADDITION (SUBTRACTION)
OF LIKE FRACTIONS

11.1

EQUIVALENT
FRACTIONS'

FIND COMMON
DFNOmTNATOR

CONVERT MIXED/
WHOLE NUMBER TO
IMPROPER FRACTION

ADDITION OiBTRACTION
OF WHOLE NUMBERS

FACTORS OF
WHOLE NUMBERS

MULTIPLICATION OF
WHOLE NUMBERS

Figure 2: A Skills Hierarchy for the Addition

(Subtraction) of Fractions
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Level The student is able to add (subtract) fractions (F+F)

with unlike denominators. Failure at this level r*v be due to Incorrect

algorithms for either finding common denominators or for converting to

equivalent fractions.

Level IV: The student is able to generalize the skills for

Levels I-III to problem types involving either mixed or whole numbers

(F+W, F+M, N+W, M+M). Failure at this level may be due to an incorrect

algorithm to convert either mixed or whole numbers to improper

fractions.

Level V: The student is able to simplify the sum (difference) by

converting an improper fraction to a mixed number and/or reducing the

proper fraction part to lowest terms.

Level VI: The student is able to solve problems involving multiple

proced4res (listed above).

Level VII: The student selects and applies efficient procedures.

The strategy is appropriate for the problem a general solution to an

addition (subtraction) problem type.

Strategies for Solving Problems Involving

the Addition and Subtraction of Fractions

Strategies for solving fraction addition and subtraction problems

can be classified according to the type of problem: fraction-fraction

combination or mixed/whole number combination: Unless otherwise noted,

each of.the strategies is embedded within the procedural network

described earlier.

Fraction-fraction: Several F+F strategies have been identified.

I. The BASIC P+P,strategy is to apply the simplest correct

algorithm to the problem:

a/b + c/b (a+c)/b (like fractions)

a/b + c/nh m na/nb + c/nb m (na+c)/nb (multiple)
0

a/b + c/d - ad/bc + bc/bd - (ad+bc)/bd (unlike)

The answer can be simplified either by converting improper

fractions to :'led numbers and then reducing or vice-versa. For

example,

7/8 + 5/8 - 12/8 - 3/2 - 1 1/2

m 1 4/8 m 1 1/2

15
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The order of simplifying is probably influenced by the student's

ability to factor or divide. For example, a student who is

uncomfortable with division by two digit divisors might choose to reduce

the answer 54/15 before trying to convert it to a mixed number.

2. The COUNTING strategy is to mentally rename the numbers in a

form that eliminates converting from an improper fraction to a ',axed

number. For example,

4/5 + 3/5 9 (mental work) 4/5 + 1/5 + 2/5 =

1 4- 2/5 = 1 2/5

We probably cannot determine whether or n-t a student uses this method

without asking. Since application of this method is not transparent, we

have not included it in the procedural network.

3. The AUTOMaTIC.F+F strategy is one in which the student uses the

general formula

a/b + c/d = (ad+bc)/bd for every problem type by substituting

values. The student does not need to differentiate between problems

involving like and unlike fractions.

4. SIMPLIFICATION first: In this case the student simplifies the

fractions in the problem before adding (subtracting). This strategy is

not often stressed by teachers since few texts include appropriate

problems.

Mixed/Whole Number Combinations: In this section we describe two

algorithms for solving problems that contain tither mixed or whole

numbers.

1. Method-A: Each mixed or whol#, number is converted to an

improper fraction and then an F+F strategy is used to add (subtract) tie

fractions. For example,

3 1/5 + 1 3/5 = 16/5 + 8/5 = 24/5 = 4 4/5

One advantage of Method A is that borrowing is never needed. As a

result, signed number fraction arithmetic is simplified. One

disadvantage is that students work with larger numbers which might make

reducing and converting to mixed numbers more difficult.= For example,

1 1/8 + 2 1/6 9/8 + 13/6

27/24 + 52/24

+ 79/24 = 3 7/24

16 19



2. Method B: The student adds (subtracts) the fraction parts'

separately by using an F+F strategy. The whole number parts are then

added. Finally, the two separate answers are combined and simplified.

For example,

3 1/5 + 3 + 1/5

1 3/5 4 1 + 3/5

4 + 4/5 4 4/5

One advantage is that the student is manipulating relatively small

numbers. The major disadvantage is shown in subtraction problems in

which borrowing is necessary.

Procedure of Item Construction

One of the most common errors in getting the answer to an F+F type

fraction problem is to multiply the two denominators and add the

numerators. For example, suppose a student writes his/her answer as 1

for the item 1/2"+ 3/2 on a test paper. From this answer alone it is

difficult to know how the student processed the problem. There are two

possible rules - -multiply two denominators or add them. in order to find

which is the student's rule, a second item is needed, say 8/5 + 6 /S. If

the student writes 14/25 on the sheet then he multiplied them. Another

misconception closely related to this operation is that the student

applies the operation only when the denominators are the same. If this

is the case, ;hen these two items are not enough to diagnose the

student's rule. A third item, say of the type 3/5 + 13/3, must be added

to the test. If the student's answer is 16/15, then the rule will be

diagnosed. But if.the student also has a misconception involving the

operation of converting improper fractions to a mixed number, then the

answer will be a different number.

Suppose the student's answer is 1 1/15 despite his having the

misconception of putting his answer N W/D while the right answer should

be W N/D. Then there is no we; to judge whether the student still has a

wrong idea of conversion. We must give him another type of item which

can clarify and eliminate all other candidates of his/her erroneous

rules. Since the value of the denominator in histner answer is 15, he

17
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multiplies the two denominators when they are unlike. We have to search

for a fourth item for this student so as to determine his/her rule. The

item, 4/5 + 13/3, will give the solution we have sought unless the

student has a further combination of misconceptions.

Similar procedures were applied consistently while our two tests

were being,_ constructed. It will be too lengthy to describe the history

of these painstaking procedures which demand an enormous amount of

concentrated attention. It is urgent to develop more efficient and

simpler procedures o6,test construction for this purpose.

Summary and Discussion

The problem types of addition and subtraction problems are

classified into several categories and logical analysis of step-by step

procedures for completing each task in the category was described and

represented in graphical networks. A number of projected erroneous

rules is listed in the Appendix. A variety of different error types and

a fairly large number of erroneous rules demonstrate a complexity of

human cognition and suggest the difficulty of efficient teaching.

Providing specific descriptions of misconceptions will be useful in

understanding why a student cannot master fraction arithmetic, but the

problem of how to utilize these specific prescrptions of errors in

designing efficient remedial instruction remains unsolved. The problem

of how to sort and deal with hundreds and thousands of "bugs" remains

unsolved. New psychometric models by which "bugs" will be pissified

into several categories -- persistent errors, robust errors, easty-to-

remove errors, etc.-- must be developed.
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Contracted Version of the 48-Item Fraction Subtraction Test.
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Appendix III

Projected Errors For Addition

and Subtraction of Fractions
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Addition Errors: Inappropriate and Incorrect Algorithms.

Al. The student uses the following algorithm:

a. If the numerators are not equal, add them; otherwise, keep the

same numerator..

b. If the denominators are not equal, add them; qtherwise keep the

same denominator.

c. If the whole numbers are not equal; add them; otherwise keep the

the same whole number.

A2. The components of the answer are calculated ad

follows:

a. The numerator is the sum of the numerators.

b. The denominator is the sum of the denqminators.

c. The whole number part is the sum of the whole numbers.

A3. The student uses the correct algorithm for division.

a4. Like A3, but the student inverts the first fraction.

AS. Like A3, but the student inverts both fractions.

A6. The components of the answer are calculated as follmwes

a. The numerator is the sum of the denominators

b. The denominator is the product of the denominators.

c. The whole number part is the sum of the whole numbers.

A7. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is the sum of the numerators.

b. The denominator is the larger of the denominators

c. The whole number part is the sum of the whole numbers.

A8. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is the product of the numerators.

:A. The denominator is the product of the denominators.

c. The whole number part is the product of the whole numbers.

A10. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is the sum of the numerators.

b. The denominator is the product of the denominators.

c. The whole number part is the sum of the whole numbers.

All. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is the product of the numerators..

b. The denominator is the larger of the two denominators.
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c. The whole number part is the sum of the whole numbers.

Al2. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The nuwrator is correct.

b. The denominator is correct.

c. The student fails to add tt.1 whole number parts.

A13. Like All, but the error occurs only with problems tiff or F+m.

A14. Like Al2, but the error occurs only with the case F+M but not with M+F.

A15. The student fails to add the whole number parts in W+F or F+W.

A16. The student "cross cancels" wherever he can. Is more frequent when

problems are written vertically.

1 1

3
+

3
A17. Like Al2 but the student loses the whole number parts only in

problems involving finding a common denominator.

A18. In cases such as W+F, the student inserts a fraction equal to one

next to the whole number (Method B only). For example:

3 + 2/5 + 3 5/5 + 2/5 3 7/5 4 2/5

A19. In cases such as W+F, the student borrows one from W. The final

answer is correct if no other errors occur. The procedure is not

incorrec,; just inefficient.

A20. The student uses a correct subtraction algorithm.

A21. The student uses an incorrect subtraction algorithm.

,Subtraction Errors: Inappropriate and Incorrect Algorithms.

Si. The student uses the following algorithm:

a. If the numerators are not equal, subtract and take the absolute

',slue; otherwise, keep the same numerator.

b. If the denominator. not equal, subtract and take the

absolute value; otherwise keep the same denominator.

c. If the whole numbers are not equal, subtract and take the

absolute value; otherwise keep the same1phole cumber.

S2. The components of the answer are calculatied as follows:

a. The numerator is the difference of the absolute values of of the

numerators.

b. The denominator is the difference of the absolute values of the

denominators.
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c. The whole number part is the difference of the absolute value of

the whole numbers. 4,

S3. The student uses the correct algorithm for division.

S4. Like S3 but the student inverts the first fraction.

S5. Like S3, but the student inverts both fractions.

56. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The lumerator is the difference of the absolute values of the

denominators

b. The denominator is the product of the denominators.

c. The whole number part is the difference of the absolute values

of the whole numbers.

Si. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is the difference of the absolute values of the

numerators.

b. The denominator is the larger of the denominators

c. The whole number part is the difference of the absolute values

of the whole numbers.

88. The student uses the correct algortthw for multiplication.

S9. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is the product of the numerators.

b. The denominator is the product of the denominators.

c. The whole number part is the product of the whole numbers.

S10. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is the difference of the absolute values of the

numerators.

b. The denominator is the product of the denominators.

The whole number part is the difference of the absolute values

of the whole numbers.

SII. The components of the answer are calculated as follows:

a. The numerator is correct.

b. The denominator is correct.

c. The student fails to subtract the whole number parts.

512. Like 811 but the error occurs only with problems H-F or F-M.
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S13. Like S11 but the error occurs only with the case F-M but not with M-k.

S14. The student fails to add the whole number parts in W -F or F-W.

S15. The student "cross cancels" wherever he can. Is more frequent when

problems are written vertically.

1 1+
3 / 3

S16. Like Sil but the student loses the whole number parts only in-

problems involving finding a common denominator.

S17. The student uses a correct addition algorithm.

S18. The Student.:2oes not answer any question of a particular type. The

student skips problems:

a. W-F .

b. F-F

c. M-F

d. W-M

e. M-M

f. F41

g. M-W

h. F-14

i. involving borrowing

i. involving finding a common denominator

subtraction errors involving borrowing

Unless otherwise indicated, these errors occur with problem types

W-F, W-M, M-F, and M-M.
4

81. The student subtracts only the whole number parts of problem types

W-F and W-M.

82. When the student borrows 1 from the whole number, he converts it to

a 10 and adds it to the numerator of the fraction.

B3. When the student borrows from the whole number he does not change

the whole number.

84. When the student borrows from the whole number, he- drops the

fraction part of the mixed number.

R5 After finding the common denominator, the student ses the following

algorithm:

a. the numerator is found by subtracting the- smaller numerator from

the larger
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b. the denominator is the common denominator

e. the whole number is the difference in the absolute values of the

whole numbers.

B6. The student adds 1 to the whole number instead of subtracting I

when borrowing.

B7. In problek types M-W and F-W the student converts W to a mixed

fraction by borrowing 1 from W. This forces the student to borrow one

more time. Also, the increased number of steps increases the likelihood

of errors.
)(

B8. This error occurs in converting a mixed number to an improper

fraction. The student uses Method B but borrows 1 and changes the

fraction part to a mixed number with 1 as its whole number part.

grrors in finding equivalent fractionq

El. The student uses the following algorithm to find an equivalent

fraction:

a. The numerator is the product of the numerator and the

denominator.

b. The denominator is the product of the two denominators.

E2. The student uses the following algorithm to find an equivalent fraction:

a. The numerator is the denominator of the original fraction.

b. The denominator is the product of the two denominators.

E3. The student uses the following algorithm to find an equivalent fraction:

a. The numerator is the quotient of the common denominator divided

by the original denominator

b. The denominator is the product of the two denominators.

E4. Like El except that the denominator is the least common denominator.

a. The numerator is the product of the numerator and the

denominator.

b. The denominator is the product of the two denominators.

ES. The student uses the following algorithm to find an equivalent fraction:

a. The numerator is the product of the original numerator and the

denominator of the other fraction.

b. The denominator is the product of the two numerators.
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Et). The student changes whole numbers to fractions by writing the whole number

as the numerator and denominator of the equivalent fraction.

El. In problem types M+M and H+F, the student loses the whole number portion

after converting to equivalent .fractions. He fails to add the whole

number parts.

Inefficient algorithms related to finding the common denominator:

CD1. Student uses a common denominator but not the lowest

common denominator (LCD).

CD2. Student uses the product of

denominators as the common denominator in all problems.

lirorg in convtxtina to Wormier fraction:

IF1. The numerator of the equivalent fraction is calculated using one of

these errors:

a. The student multiplies the denominator, whole number, and

numerator.

b. The student adds the denominator, whole number, and numerator.

c. The student multiples the numerator times the sum of the

denominator and whole number

d. The student multiplies the whole number and the numerator and

then adds the denominator.

e. The student multiplies the denominator and the whole number but

ignores the numerator.

f. The student multiples the numerator and the whole number.

g. The student adds the whole number and the denominator

h. The student multiplies the whole number and the denominator.

IF2. The student changes whole numbers to their reciprocal.

IF3. The student changes the -,rder of the fractions. This is likely

only if the problem were written horizontally.

Simplifying errors involving reducing

Rl. The student does not reduce his answer.

R2. The student does not reduceCUpletely.

R3. The student drops the whole number part of the mixed number.

R4. The student gives the
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R4. The student gives the reciprocal of the correct answer.

R5. Like R4 but the error occurs only if the correct answer is a

whole %saber.

R6. The student reduces only in certain cases:

a. if the numerator and denominator have a ccmmon factor

b. if the numerator and denominator have a common factor of 2.

c. if the numerator and denominator have a common factor of 2 or 3.

d. if the numerator and denominator have a common factor of 2, 3, or 5.

e. if the numerator and denominator are both single digit numerals.

R7. The student cancels the one's digit in the numerator or denominator.

118. The student cancels any digits that appear in both the numerator and

denominator.

R9. The student recognizes that 2 is the common factor but divides each

number by its other factor.

RIO. When using Method B, the student drops the whole number when reducing.

R11. If the numerator is even, the Student divides it by two

but keeps the old denominator.

R12. The student divides the numerator by the common factor of the

numerator and denominator, but keeps the old denominator.

R13. The student divides the numerator and denominator by different numbers.

Simplifying_ errors involving converting and reducing

CR1. In problems involving both converting and reducing, the

student converts but loses the whole number portion when he reduces.

CR2. When using Method B, the student drops the whole number obtained in

adding when he converts or reduces.

CR3. Answers with a 0 in the numerator are given.as O.

CR4. Answers with a 0 in the numerator are not simplified.

CR5. Answers with a 1 in the denominator are not simplified.

CR6. Answers wiyh a 1 in the numerator are given as the reciprocal.

CR7. When converting improper fractions to mixed numbers, the student

interchanges the whole number, the numerator, and the denominator

CR8. Like CR6 but the values for the whole number, numerator, and denominator

are determined by the relative sizes of the quotient, remainder, and

divisor.



CR9. The student converts a proper fraction to a mixed number.

CR10. The student converts only in certain circumstances:

a. The improper fraction is equivalent to 1.

b. The numerator is a multiple of the denominator.

c. The arithmetic is relatively easy.

d. The numerator and denomintcot have a common factor and tie

denominator is less than 10.

CR11. Mixed numbers with the fraction portion of the form n/n are

converted to 1.

CR12. The student does not convert improper fractions.

CR13. The student drops the whole number part in a mixed number.

CR14. The Tdent uses subtraction in converting from.improper fractions

to mixed numbers.

CR15. The student loses the whole pumbe part when he converts improper

mixed numbers to proper mixed fractions but not when he converts an

improper fraction to a mixed number.

CR16. When converting from improper fractions to mixed numbers, the

student always uses 1 as the whole number part.
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CONVERTING TO IMPROPER FRACTIONS: CHART 3
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FIGURE, 3: A Flow Chart to Convert Whole Numbers or
Muted Fractions to IMPROPER FRACTIONS.
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Figure 6: A Flow Chart to Add Whole Number Part5
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Figure 7: rl, Fl ow Chart to Simplify a Fraction
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Figure b: A Flow Chart to Convert an Improper Fraction

to a Mixed Number
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Figure 9: A Flow Chart to Reduce a fraction
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